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GOING LIVE

After logging in, just press the green mic icon in
the center of the screen to go live.
To avoid any inadvertent disconnections, you can
lock the phone in the on position (this is
especially handy for those with beards who might
disconnect the phone by pressing it to a hairy
cheek). Double tapping will unlock the
connection.
Default quality is highest. Quality can be dialed
back to accommodate less than ideal bandwidth
using the high or higher options.

IMPORTING AUDIO
The procedure for importing audio varies by device. On PC or Mac, simply drag an mp3 cut
onto the QGoLive screen and it will be automatically imported and uploaded to the playback
server. Selecting the “add cuts automatically to playlist” option in the manage tab will also add
the cuts to the playlist automatically. Otherwise they can be added manually in the playlist tab.
In Android, holding your finger on an mp3 file will bring up the “open in” option which will
allow you to select QGoLive. This will also result in import and upload as above.
And in iOS, the export function from an editing program such as Twisted Wave will allow you to
“copy to QGoLive” as long as the exported cut is an mp3. Holding your finger on an mp3
attachment in an email will also allow you to open that cut in QGoLive.

iOS Examples

This section of audio selected in Twisted Wave will be exported to QGoLive using the “open in”
function in Twisted Wave’s export menu.
And here holding a finger on an mp3 attachment in an email also brings up the “copy to”
option:

Android
In Android, the audio import procedure is slightly different
given the file structure of the operating system. As a rule
cuts will be saved and then opened in QGoLive by selecting
them.
QGoLive can be set as the default program for opening saved
cuts as seen here. This streamlines the import process.
QGoLive on Android is otherwise functionally identical to the
iOS version.

Windows and Mac
Adding audio in the desktop version of QGoLive could not be easier.
Drag any mp3 onto the the app and it will be imported into the
manage tab or into the playlist if you have the automatic add option
selected.
Cuts can also be browsed from within the manage tab by clicking the
+ button on the upper right.

Playing Back Audio in Live Shots
Once imported, audio clips will show up under the Manage and
Playlist tabs (if add cuts automatically option is selected in
“manage”).
To play clips from the playlist in a live report simply hit the play
button. Hit the button again to stop the clip. Stopped clips will
return to the top.
You can drag clips into the preferred order. Hit the x to delete them.

Inserting Audio into Scripts
QGoLive also has a scripting function with embedded audio
similar to that found in NewsBoss or Burli. Cuts from the playlist
can be inserted into the scripts (they’ll initially appear as tags, as
seen here).
Use the + button on the upper right to select cuts for insertion.
Standard cut and past operations can be used to arrange
elements in the script.

When the script is saved the cuts will appear as playback buttons
embedded in the script. Hitting the edit button on the upper right will
allow you to go back into the script to make revisions.
To read a script and play the embedded cuts live, go to the live tab and
make your connection, then select the scripts tab. Select your script
from the list and open it.

Receiver
The new QGoLive dedicated receiver is based on the Android
operating system and thereby avoids some of the pitfalls of
running your receiver on a Windows PC, including having to
devote a PC to the receiver. It also takes up a lot less space.
It is provided with your account and comes
preprogrammed with your credentials. All you
need to do is plug in power, Ethernet and the
provided breakout cable interface which is
provided. It terminates in XLR connectors for
balanced audio in and out. Plug in your mix
minus feed and connect the audio out to your board or audio distribution
system and you’re done.
Remote Control
The remote control app allows you to monitor and control connections.
It will show you who is connected (you can even program in photos)
and allow you to select which user you want to put on air. Multiple
users can connect simultaneously and all will receiver mix minus.
You can also disconnect users and cut the IFB to users.

QGoLive.com
Downloads of our apps, account management and the latest
news on QGoLive can be found at our website. You will also
find support contract information and more.
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